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ART.

XXV.-Some .L1dditi01ls tv the .L1lunite-Jaroaite G1'oup
by W. F. HILLEBRAND and S. L. PENFIELD.

of Minera18 j

CONCER."HNG two new varieties of jarosite which will be
described in the present communication, one is from Nevada,
and was collected by Mr. H. W. Turner of the United States
Geological Snrveyand sent to the survey laboratory at Washington for identification; the other is from New Mexico, and
was sent by Mr. J. H. Porter of Denver, Colorado, to the
Mineralogical Laboratory of the Sheffield Scieutific School.
Except for slight differences in color the two minerals look
exactly alike, each consisting of minute, isolated, tabular crystals, which, as may be seen with the microscope, cOllsist of combinations of a rhombohcdron with lal·gcl.y developed basal
planes. By chance it happened that the present writers discovered that they were both engaged in the investiWltion of
compounds belonging evidently to the same group, and it was
decided to bring the results together into one paper.

N atTojarosite.
The material collected by Mr. Turner was obtained on the
east side of Soda Springs Valley, ~evada, on the road from
Sodaville to the Vulcan Copper
1
Mine. It consists of a glistening
powder, made up of perfect crystals
having the habit shown in figure 1,
although generally only one rhombohedron, r, is present instead of
two, as shown in the figure. The
largest crystals observed were O'15 mm
wide and 0-025 mm thick, and the
general average would not be over
half that size. In spite of being so
minute, however, it was possible to
measure the angles of the crystals
with the reflection goniometer, the
chief difficulty arising not 80 much
~. __ ~ _
from their small size as from the ~ /~
..
\'icinal character o~ the basal planes.
:Y:-~T"";:
After repeated trials a crystal was
_ - = 'found having a fairly good basal
plane, and from this crystal the following angles were obtained:
Measured.
I~"r. 0001,,1011=51°53'*
c"r', UOOIA 1101 =51 53
e"r',0001,,0111=52 26

ealenMeasured. lakd.
I'"S, 0001 ,,02Ql =U/'i° 42/ 61'°~5'
c"s/, onOl A2021=tlH 4!:i ,. "
TAr',10Il,,1101=86 5 85 54
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The crystals belong to the rhombohedral division of the
hexagonal system, and the angle c" 7', 51° 53', which is probably very nearly correct, has been assumed as fundamental,
and from it the following axial ratio has been calculated:
c = 1'104.
That the axial ratio as given is very near the truth is shown
by the fact that the measurements of c" 8 and r" r do not
vary many minutes from the calculated values; while on a
number of other crystals, measurement of the angle c" r,
though varying considerably, was found to be uot far from 52°.
The angles of c"r and r"r' of the ordinary potassium jarosite
are 55° 16' and 90° 45', respectively.
Under the microscope the crystals exhibit normal optical
properties. Using a high power lens and convergent light, the
thicker crystals show the dark cross and the beginnings of the
first ring of the interference figure. The bIrefringence is
negative. The color of single crystals, when seen under the
microscope in transmitted light, is golden-yellow. Many of
the crystals show numerous brown inclusions. The color
shown by a mass of the crystals is yellowish-brown, and the
material glistens, owing to reflections from the basal planes of
the minnte crystals.
The material used for the chemical analysis was the pnre8t
that could be obtained, although crystals containing the brownish inclusions just mentioned could not be avoided, and there
were occasional brown ferruginous particles mixed with the
crystals. The specific gravity of the material was found to be
3'18 at 30'5° C. The results of the analysis by Hillebrand are
as follows:
Fe.O.
_ 50'98
N a 0·
. _. _ 6'03
K;l..O ---------------- 0'35
SUI

. _ -, _ . -. 30'96

H.O below 105 0
H.O above 105 0

O.
Siu.
CaO

A~

..
. __ .
•
.

0'12
11'03
_ 0'20
_ 0'23
_ 0'04

Ratio,
0'319
0'094 }
0'004
0'387

4'00

0'613

6'33

3'29
1'01

_
_

99'94

The ratio of Fe.O.: Nap: SO.: R.O is evidently 3: 1: 4: 6
as in ordinary jarosite, where the alkali is potash instead of

* Of the soda '22 per cent is not extracted by hot water after fnIl ignition
of the mineral and hence may belong to a feldspar or BOrne other foreign
mineral. Only 5'81 per cent is aBBumed t{) belong to the jarosite and used
in deriving the molecular value.
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soda. The s1i~ht exceBB of Fe.o. and H,O, as indicated by the
ratio, is evidently due to some ferric hydroxide; probably the
dark ferr~inous impurities seen under the microscope are in
part responsible for this, and there are also traces of some
arsenate and silicate present. Re~arding the exceBB of Fe,O.
and H.O as dne to impurities, it IS found that 94 per cent of
the material analyzed may be regarded as pure natrojarosite,
as indicated below:
After deducting
impurities.
Fe,O•.
_ 46'43 or 49'39
Na,O
_
5'81 "
6'18
K,O .
_ 0'35 "
0'37
30'96 " 32'94
SOA
---------H.u
_ 10'45 " 11'12

94'00

Theory for
Na,Fe.[OHJ,,[SO.]•.
49'49
6'39

32'99
11'13

100'00

100'00

That six per cent of impurities should be present in a crystalline powder such as analyzed is not surprising, when it is
taken into consideration that it would' require something like
:l,500,OOO crystals to make one gram of material, the estimation being based on the assumption that the crystals are o·!omm
in axial diameter and O'02mm thick, which is certainly above
their average size.
Amonp; the specimens from Cook's Peak, New Mexico, sent
to the Sheffield Laboratory hy :Mr, Porter, were some masses
of a rather firmly cemented aggregate of minute crystals of a.
mineral of the jaroaite group. The specimens are of a brownish-yellow color, and have in places the glistening appearance
of a mica· schist. They also look as though they had been subjected to preBBnre and had been somewhat sheared. The
material is rather easily crushed, and the powder when examined with the microscope exhibits the properties of the natrojarosite just described. The crystals are associated with a little
limonite and quartz, and pure material for analysis could not
be obtained. Only a partIal analysis, therefore, was undertaken with the following results:
Fe.O.
55'60
NaAO---------------

K,u
PbO

4'49

'
.
0'77
. ___________ 0'96

SO, and H,O were present but not determined.

The results

are sufficient to indicate that the material is essentially nalro·

jarosite.
Plumbojarosite.
This material is from Cook's Peak, X ew Mexico, It occurs
as a glisteninp;, crystalline powder and as loosely cohering
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ma88es which may easily be crushed by pre88u~ between the
fingers. The crystals are very symmetrICal, and are exactly
like those of natrojarosite, figlll'e 1, although generally only
one rhombohedron J' is present. On the average the cl'ys1816
are a trifle slOaller and noticeably thinner than those of natrojarosite. A number of crystals were measured on the reflectmg ~oniometer, the chief difficulty arisin~ rather from the
vicinal character of the faces than from their small size. One
unusually large crystal, ()-28 mm broad and O'015 mn:. thick, was
finally found, having the development shown in figure 2, which
2
is 11DUSUHJ, for ~nerally r (lOll) and
not 8 (02:H) is the prevailing rhom~.; .'C.-~·
•••••• "" .
bohedron' Fortunately .the cl'ys~al
_..
_
was so ta k en up on a mmute pomt
of wax that the measurement of
SAS in three rhombohedral zones
was possible. The results of five measurements of s" 8 over
the upper and lower pole edges varied between 109 0 5' and
109 0 30', the average bein~ 109° 16'; while six measurements
over the middle edges varied between 70 0 10' and 71 ° 00', the
avera~e being 70° 36'. The avera~e of the two supplementary values givcs 8AS, 2201A0221 = 109° 20', which has been
assumed as fundamental, and from it the following axial ratio
has been calculated:
c = 1'216.
On the crystal from which the foregoing measurements were
obtained the basal plane was vicinal and hence no reliable
measurements of CA8 could he had from it. On a number of
other crystals, however, the angle of CAr was measured with
varying results, the variation resulting from the uncertainty of
the reflectir)ns from the basal planes. Four measurements of
c" '1', which were recorded in the note-book as derived from
the best reflections, varied between 54° 15' and 54° 44', the
average being 54° 30', while CAr, OOOlA10Il, by calculation
from the fundamental measurement, is 54 0 32', Hence it may
be assumed .that the axial ratio as established is J'easonabl v
exact. The calculated value of rAr, loIlA I101, is 89° 42'.•
In polarized light the crystals exhibit normal optical properties and negative birefringence. Being on the average thinner than crystals of natrojarosite, it is seldom that, with the
highest powers and convergent light, even the beginning of
the first ring of the uniaxial interference tigure is vi8ible.
Individual crystals show nnder the microscope in transmitted
light a golden-yellow color. A mass of crystals has the appearance of a glistening dark-brown powder, the color beingdecidedly darker than that of natrojarosite,

~
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The analysis of the mineral was made on the very best
material, having a specific gravity of 3'665 at 30° C. The
results are surprising, and were wholly unlooked for, since it is
found that this jarosite contains lead in the place of alkalies.
The results by Hillebrand are as follows:
I,

FeIO.
42'36
AlIO.?* __ .• _.
'12

PhD

•

19'59

II,
42'38
'OS
19'99

III.
'11
19'89

KIO
.. __ ._
'17
N aiD' _-. __ .. _ '21 t
SO. _.
27'05 27'07
RIO below 105 0
'02
9'49
HID above 105 0 9'59
SiOI .
. ___ '50
'51
CuO
. _ '27
'27

CaO
MgO _..

._
_

IV.

'05
'01

19'79

Mean,
42'37
'10
19'54
'17

Ratio.

0'265
0'001
0'OS9

t 8'1f 0

0'388

4'00

0'580

6'27

1'05

'I!l t

27'06
'02

9'54
'51
'27
'05
'01
100'15

The ratio of Fe.O.: PhO : SO. : H.o is very close to 3: 1 : 4 : 6,
indicating that the mineral is a variety of jarosite, and the slight
excess of FelO.. BIO, and PbO+ alkalies, may be accounted
for by lltlBuming that slight impurities arc present, partly
ferric hydroxide, in part some lead salt, and perhaps a soluble
silicate, as shown by the complete solubility of the silica in
acids. Assuming that t~e ratio is exactly 3: 1 : 4 : 6, it is found
that 4'36 per cent of impurities al'e present, and the remaining
95'64 per cent may then be regarded as plumbojarosite, as
follows:
FeIO. __ . __ 40'59
PhO

• __ 18'86

SOJ,. • - - -

• - -'

Hlv _'. .

27'06
9-13
95'1)4

Theory for PbFe,[OHj.. [SO.] •.
or
42'44
"
19'72
"
2S'29
"
9'55

100'00

Since it took probably 2,500,000 crystals of natrojarosite to
make one gram of material, it certainly must have taken fully
4,000,000 to make a gram of plumbojarosite, for the crystals of
the latter mineral, though somewhat heavier, are decidedly
thiuner than those of the former; hence the presence of 4'5
-The presence of alumina WIl8 not definitely proved. The figures here
given are the differences between the several weights of the ammonia precipitates and thOile of the ferric iron in them, as determined by permanganate
aher reduction by hydrogen sulphide.
t Probably somewhat high.
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per cent of impurities in such a crystalline product is not to be
wondered at.
Jarorite and Alunite,
As seen from the analyses of these minerals which have been
published, the alkali metal they contain is almost always potassium, thou~h sodium is at times present. The formulas assiJ!:ned
to the two minerals are therefore K.O+3Fe,0.+480.+6H,O
and K.O+3AI,0. + 480. + 6H,0, whieh may be variously
. expre88ed, as will be indicated later.
A mineral correspondin~ to natrojarosite of this article,
thou~h containing a little potash, has been described by W. P,
Headden* from the Buxton mine, Lawrence 00" 8, D. The
crystals are described as scales, consisting of a combination of
base and rhombohedron, The material analyzed was evidently
somewhat impure, as quartz and some As.O. are reported, As
the As.O. evidently does not belon~ to jarosite, the assumption may be made that some scorodite, FeAsO;2H,0, is present,
and the results of Headden's analysis ma'y then be interpreted
as follows:
Original
Scorodite
analylli8. and quartz.

Fe,O.

Nap __ ..

._._. 46'27
. __

4'35
K,v
.
_ 1'47
CaO
. _.
_ 0'39
SO" ._ ..
_ 28'46
H,u . __ .. __ . _. _ 10'55
As,0 •.
. _. 2·36
Quartz
.
_ 6'10
99'95

1-60

0'72

Natrojarosite.

44'67
4'35
1'47
0'39
28'46
9'83

2';~6

Ratio.

or

50'10

"

4'86 }
l'6b
0'44
31-93
11'02

"

"
"

"

3'13
1'04
4-00
6'13

6'10
10'78

89'17

100'00

Thus, assuming the presence of 4'68 per cent of scorodite and
6'10 of quartz, and deducting them, the remainder ~rees very
closely with natrojarosite, ~iving. a good ratio, very near
3: 1: 4: 6.
Alunite containing considerable soda has been described bi
W, Orosst from Rosita Hills, Colorado, and by E. B. Hurl·
bUl't:j: from Red Mountain, Colorado, and analyses of both
minerals show about equal percentages of K,O and Na.O, or a
molecular ratio of K,O: N a,O = 4: 7, The occurrence, there- .
fore, of sodium in the jarosite-alunite group is in accordance
with previous observations, but the case is quite different with
lead. As far as the present writers are aware, this is the first
instance on record where lead has been observed isomorphous
with the alkali metals, It is interesting to note that the alunite
from Red Mountain, Colorado, occurs as a crystalline powder,

* Thi8 Journal (3), xlvi, p. 24, 1893.
i Ibid. (8), xlviii, p. 130, 1894.

t Ibid.

(8), xli, p.472, 1891.
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the crystals being exactly like those of natrojarosite and plumbojarosite, t3xcept that they are a trifle smaller and white, or
colorless when seen under the microscope.
From a chemical standpoint the most interesting feature
of the new minerals is the light they throw upon the iso·
morphism of potassium, sodium and lead. Ordinarily, even
potassium and sodium are not isomorphous, as shown by the
fact that their simple salts seldom crystallize in the same form.
Althongh ReI and N aCl both crystallize in cubes, it is not
certain that both salts belong to the same group of the isometric system. It has been shown, for example, bv etching,
that KCl crystallizes like NH.CI in the plagihedraI group of
the isometric system, while the etchings produced on halite
seem to indicate that it crystallizes in the normal group.
Again at Stassfurt, Germany, sylvite and hahte both occur
crystallized side by side upon the same hand specimen, instead
of mixing as isomorphous molecules. Even in such complex
molecular compounds as the feldspars, the potassium and
sodium salts crystallize as orthoclase and albite, rather than as
isomorphous mixtures. Lastly potassium has a strong tendency to form alums which is not shared by sodium. In contrast to these differences in chemical nature, we have in the
jarosite-alunite group of minerals not only the alkali-metals,
potassium and sodium, but, what seems still more remarkable,
lead, playing the same role in the compounds, and yielding
crystals which are surprisingly alike in all their physical properties. The writers can at present offer no other reason for
the isomorphism in the group of minerals under consideration
than that the alkalies and lead play so small a role, and the
remaining constituents so prominent a part in the complex
chemical molecules, that the latter control or dominate the
crystallization by virtue of what may be called their ma88 effect.
The alunite from Red :Mountain, described by Hurlburt,
was analyzed in the Sheffield Mineralo~ical Laboratory under
the direction of one of the present wrIters, and it was found
that water was first expelled from the compound at a rather
high temperatnre, thus indicating that the mineral contains
hydroxyl and no water of crystallization: accordingly it was
shown that the se~mingly complex formula of the mineral,
expressed by the ratIo AlP.: K.O: SO.: B.O = 3: 1: 4: 6, may
be much simplified to K[AI(OH).J.[SO.J.. In the light of the
present investigation it now seems best to abandon the above
simple formula and adopt one containing double the number
of atoms, in order to make clear the isomorphism between K ..
Na. and Pb. The formulas of the minerals of the group
would then be expressed as follows:
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Alunite,
Natroalunite,
Jarosite,
Natrojarosite,
Plumbojarosite,

K.[Al(OHl,J.[SO J
or K,AI.[OH1'-1[SO.J
Na/ Al(OH),I,rSOj). or NaJ...Al,r0EtI'f[SU •
K.L1'e(OH).J~L"S0. ~ or K.j1·e.LbH\.L~O. \
NalFe(Oa)1J~lSo~J. or NaIFeloItJI1[SO~JI
PbLli'e(OH)••L:S0d. or PbL<'e.LbHJIIL~Od.

i

In the case of the lead compound one atom of lead, and in
the others two atoms of either potassium or sodillUl, are combined in complex molecules containin~ fifty other atoms j
hence that the complex of fifty atoms, to the right of the R"
N 8. and Pb in the fore~oing formlllas, should control or dominate crystallization by virtue of mass effect, and condition an
isomorphism between such unlike elements as sodium, potassium and lead, is not so surprising as would at first appear.
Having adopted the double formulas, as given above, there
are numerous ways of writin~ developed formulas, of which
the following are perhaps the sunplest and most satisfactory:
O=S=O

°/ "-°

~g>Fe-O

O-Fl,<g~

HO
"- . /
"- /
OR
HO>Fe-O- S -0 -Pb- 0- 8 - O-Fe<OH
1I0
/
"/
"OR
HO>~'e-O
O-Fe<OH

°

°

"- /
0=8=0

° ' °-

RO>F e1I0

-~-

/11"-

F e'OH
. . .A)II

000
1I0>Fc_0,,- /
"- .....O_l<'e<OlI
HO
S-O-K KO-8
OR

0-1'

"0

0

0 / "-0

1I0
"-" /
OH
HO>Fe-O-S-O-Fe<OH

It is interesting to noto that although K" N a. and Pb play so
small a role in the alunite-jarosite molecules, the substitution
of Na. for K. is attended by quite a marked variation in the
angles of the crystals, greater in fact than is generally observed
in isomorphous replacements. That aillnite and jarosite containing potash would be nearly alike in their angles is expected,
since crystals of corundum and hematite are surprisin~ly alike
as shown by the follQwing comparison:
Axial length.

Corundum, Al.O. ____ 1"3630
Hematite, Fe.O.
1·3656

.

r~r

93° 56'
94 00

57° 34'
57 37
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The relations of the minerals of the alunite-jarosite group
are 38 follows :
Axial length.

Alunite ____ ____
Jarosite
Katrojarosite _.•
Plumbojarosite __

1·252
1'245
1'104
1'216

r

90°
90
85
89

A

r'

50'
45
54
42

CAr

55 c
55
51
54

Birefringence.

19i' positi ve
16
negative
53
. negative
32
negative

From the foregoing table it is seen that the substitution of
sodium for potassium in jarosite has brought about greater
.ariation in the angles of the crystals than the substitution of
the bivalent metal lead for potassium.
The three minerals, natrojarosite, plumbojarosite and the
~a-K-alonite from Red Mountain, are VeI'y interesting when
~tndied together as microscopic mounts, the crystals being
practically alike in size and development, aud illustrating very
beautifully on the one hand the isomorphism of aluminum
and iron, on the other the isomorphislll of potassium, sodium
and lead. The three substances must have formed under like
conditions, and it is believed that they are solfataric products,
formed under the combined action of heat and pressure.
Being difficultly soluble, they have formed, like many precipitate8, as fine crystalline powders.
The three products just mentioned, when heated in closed
tubes behave alike; they suffer no change on gentle heating,
bnt when the temperature is suffic)entl,Y high to decompose
the chemical molecules, the crystals break up into fine powder
or dust, which is carried along by the escaping vapors and
deposited for a considerable distance along the sides of the
tnbes. In addition to water, SO, and SO. are copiously given
off during decomposition. In the case of natrojarosite, and
the same would doubtless hold true for the Na-K-alunite, it is
found that after ignition, one-fourth of the sulphate radical has
been retained by the alkali metal, aod may be extracted by
water. In the case of plumbojarosite, however, all of the sulphate radical is expelled by Ignition, doubtless because the
ferric-oxide present serves to decompose any lead sulphate
which might have a tendency to form. Anglesite, PbSO..
when heated alone in a closed tube suffers no decomposition,
but when finely triturated with limonite and beated, acid water
is given off. Finely powdered natrojarosite and plumbojarosite are slowly but completely soluble in boiling hydrochloric
acid. Plumbojarosite when fused with sodium carbonate on
charcoal yields globules of lead and a coating of lead oxide.
It has seemed to the writers best to designate the new compounds described in this article as natrojarosite and rlumbo.
Jarosite, the names signifying their relation to a weI known
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species. Other members of this group will doubtless be
found, and the name natroalunite mi~ht be employed to
designate the two varieties of alunite from Colorado men·
tioned on page 216, where the proportion of the soda to the
potash molecule is 7 : 4. It is hi~hly probable that a series of
alunite-jarosite compounds could be made artificially.
It is with pleasure that the writers acknowledge their indebt·
edness to Me88rs. Turner and Porter for calling attention to
the interesting compounds described in this article.
Laboratorie8 of the U. S. Geological Survey, Wa8hington, and of the
Sheffield ScientHl.c School. Yale Unive1'8ity, New Haven,
Feb., 1902.

